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Who are we?
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What is our motivation?
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The donation
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10	x	Notebook	Magalhães DUO	(CeleronN2805-2GB-32-GB-Win	8.1	c/Off	H&S)	by	jp.group
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1st year project milestones
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Indoor outreach activities
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Outdoor outreach activities
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Some outdoor activities
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Other aplications
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After 1st year
Type of initiative # events Field of knowledge # events
Astronomical observation 5 Maths and Modelling 1
Debate/assembly 3 Physics and Chemistry 9
Field activity 12 Earth Sciences 2
Hands on activity 31 Space Sciences 6
Institutional event 15 Life Sciences 31
Scientific communication 1 Social Sciences 3
Applied Sciences 13
History and Culture 3
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2) Informal education environments
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Thank You!
